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Abstract 

In this report? we summarize the research performed under Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (AR.Phj contract F30602-90-C-0119, Flexible Coordination in Resource-Coiistraiiied 
Multi-Agent Domains. 'The broa,d goal of this research, which was carried out as part. 
of AR.Ph/Rome Laboratories Planning Initiative (PI), has been to invest,igate the usc oI 
const,rairit-based scheduling frameworks and techniques as a basis for more accurate a.nd more 
flexible decision support at various stages of the military c,risis-action planning. deployment, 
and cmployment. process. This work has led to development of a t,ransportation scheduling 
syst,em called DITOPS, which provides advanced capabilities for construction, analysis and 
revision of large-scale deployment schedules. 

A version of this report also appears as Rome Laboratories Technical Report RL-TR-94-95, 





1 Introduction and Overview 

In  this rcport,, Ne snmmarize t,he research performed under Advanced R.esearch Project,s 
Agcncy ( ARPA) contract F30602-YO-C-0119, Flexible Coordina.tion in Resoiirce~Coiistradned 
Mult.i-AgeIit Domains. The broad goal of this research, which was carried out as part, 
of AKP..\/RoIne Laboratories Planning lnitiat,ive (PI), has been to investigate t,he use of 
ronstraint-based scheduling frameworks and techniques as a basis for more accurat,c and more 
flexible decision support at various stages of the military crisis-action planning? deploymciit 
and employment process. 

The scheduling problems faced in bhe crisis-action planning domain present significant. tech- 
nical challenges. 'The problems are hrge-scale, the planning and execution environment is 
dynamically changing, and solutions must integrate the actions of multiple decision-makers. 
Coordinated decision-making about. resource apportionment and allocation is reqiiired at 
diflerent levels of detail over different time sc.ales, including (1) the ability to assess deploy- 
ment transportation feasibility at early stages in the mission planning process and dcterniine 
overall t,raiisportation assel requirements, (2) the abilit,y to generate increasingly detailed 
deployncnt schedules that, satisfy operational constraints, make efficient use of transporta- 
tion asset,s and balance conflicting mission objectives, and ( 3 )  t,he abilit,y to rapidly adapt 
schedules in light of changing (or evolving) circumst,ances. Exist,ing t,ransport,ation plan- 
ning/scheduling systems and mobility analysis models generally operate with rnodels t,hal 
siniplify important domain constraints (limiting t,he confidence that can be placed in resuhs), 
inadequat,ely manage problem complexity (sacrificing optimality). proride only limited sup- 
port for many planning tasks (forcing extensive manual analysis and manipulation ol systcin 
inputs and outputs): are inflexible in reactive decision making contexts (limit,ing rrspon- 
sivenrss to  change), and provide no support for coordination of different, planning tasks 
[ incrrasi 11 g overall plan n j ng t,i me). 

Toward the development and demonstration of constraint-based scheduling technologics t,hal 
overcome these limitations: our research objectives have been two-fold: 

1. t o  ext,cnd and generalize previously developed theories and techniques for constraint- 
dirrc,t,cd scheduling for application t,o the military crisis-action logistics domain: and 
to  rvaluate their effectiveness in various decision-support contexts, and 

2. t.0 a,uginent this c.onstraint-directed scheduling methodology with protocols and coor- 
dination strategies to support, integrated decision-making by multiple transportation 
scheduling agent,u. 

14,'e haw taken a specific constraint-based scheduling technology: the OPIS mariufac.t,uring 
scheduling system, as our starting point and have hcused on generalization and applica- 
tion of its multi-perspective scheduling technology t,o the deployment scheduling prothin.  
'These invest,igations have led to t,he development of DITOPS, a constraint-ba,sed: transport,a.- 
tion scheduling prototype with far.ilities to support problem decomposition and dist,ributed 
dccision-making (DITOPS stands for Distribut,ed Transportation Scheduling i n  OPIS j .  In 
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parallel, we have also conducted more basic research into new constraint-based srhediiling 
procedures aud into mechanisms for coordinating [,Le scheduling actions of multiple agents. 

~,lct,liodolo~ically~ our goal has been to demonstrate t,he feasibility and potential of c.onstra.int- 
based scheduling technologies under r e a h i c  crisis-action planning a,ssiimptions. Our aug- 
mentation and generalization of the capabilities defined in the underlying OPIS schcduler 
h a w  been rocused by detailed analysis of the milit.ary crisis-action planning process. the char- 
acteristics and scheduling requirement,s in this domain, and t,he capabilities of current trans- 
porta,tion scheduling t,ools. We have experimentally evaluated the resulting DITOPS syst,em 
on large scale transportation scheduling problems defined wit.hin t.he ARPA PI Common 
Protot,yping E.nvironment (CPE), and additional functional capabilities have bern denion- 
strated through the conduct of Technology Megratiou Experiments (TIES) wit,h planuing 
technologies developed at both BBN (Fh1ER.G) and SRI (SOCAP). We have also exported 
scheduling support, capabilities provided by DITOPS for use within the TARGET Iutegrated 
Feasibility Demonstration system (IFD 3). 

1.1 The DITOPS Transportation Scheduler 

The constraint-based scheduling concepts and techniques implemented and demonstrated in 
t,he DITOPS scheduler offer several sources of leverage in addressing crisis-action deployment 
problems: 

0 incorporat,ion of additional deployment, constraints - One basic prerequisite for devel- 
opment of rea,listic deployment schedules is an ability to accurately model and a,ccount 
for all impurt,ant domain and problem constraints. DITOPS is able to generate trans- 
portation sc.hedules that, take into account important classes of constraints that are 
not currently modeled in current transportat,ion planning practice (e.g., the temporal 
precedence and synchronization consh in t s  between ”TPFDD” movement records). It 
is also capable of enforcing other classes of constraints that, are modeled in practice 
but are typically ignored by ot,hcr transportation scheduling tools (c.g.? enforcement. 
of “earliest arrival date” (EAD) constraints). 

higher quality schedules - Through reliance on techniques that use information about, 
constraint. interactions to guide the scheduling process, DITOPS i s  able to produce 
schedrilcs that better optimize transportat,ion objectives than schedulers that operat,e 
wit.h conve~itional, simulation-based procedures. Dramatic improvement,s to deploy- 
ment ”closure profiles“ have been demonstrated, for example, in comparative analysis 
experiments with other representative TPFDD scheduling approaches at comparable 
computational cost. 

0 increrrientality and reactive capabilities - The constraint-based scheduling proccdures 
utilized to generate schedules in DlTOPS are incremental in nature and thus e q i d l y  
applicable lo the problem of incrementally revising a schedule in response to cliangc. 
DITOPS providcs a variety of rescheduling methods, each designed to locally rcvise 
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sliecific decisions in the schedule while emphasizing specific reoptimizatioIi object,ives. 
Through iise ol constraint propagat,ion and analysis methods. DITOPS provides guid- 
ance as to what decisions in the schedule must. be revised in a given reactive r.ont,ext, 
what, opportunities exist for non-disruptive change, and what reoptimization objectives 
should be ernpliasized: all of which can be used to direct the schedule revision proc 

Flexibilit,y to support different. planning tasks - DITOPS provides scheduling procc- 
diires that can be flexibly adapted to obtain different funct,ional capbilities. One level 
of flexibility is providcd by the ability to selectively specify “relaxable” const,mints and 
overlay preference structures (in the form of a uti1it.y function) on their sa.tishction. 
This enables t h e  scheduler t,o he configured to  address qualitat,ivcly different deploy- 
ment questions. For cxample, arrival dates can be specified as relaxahle to  perform 
closure amlyses under specific asset apportionment assumptions. (This is the specific 
t,ask lor which most current transportation analysis tools are designed.) I t  is also 
possible to  instead designate asset capacity constraints as relaxablc to est,iina,te t,he 
resources required to achieve mission closure dates. (This is a task that is typically 
not ddressable with current tools.) 

Anot,hcr level of flexibility stems from the  extensibility of the underlying modeling 
framework and scheduling infra-structure. Exploiting object,-based representat,ion tech- 
niqucs and an object-oriented programming methodology, the DITOPS scheduler is ex- 
plicit,ly designed for extension/cust,omization of modcling capabilities (to effectively in- 
corporate blie important idiosynchracies of a given planning domain) and reuse of coni- 
ponent constraint management, and scheduling techniques (t,o rapidly adapt scheduling 
support capabilities t o  fit the requirements of different decision-support, tasks and alj- 
plications). 

1.2 The Larger Vision 

From a broader perspectivee: the constraint-based scheduling capabilit,ies demonstrated in 
the DITOPS scheduler point the way t,oward a different paradigm for decision support than 
is provided in current transportation and mobility analysis tools; a paradigm that, more 
directly mat,r.hes the requirements and characteristics of t,he t,ransport,ation planning a,nd 
scheduling process. Construction of transportation schedules in practice is an i t e m f i v e  rmc- 
t ive  process. An init,ial schedule is built, problematic or unsatisfactory aspects of t,he result 
are identified, requirements are relaxed or strengthened (typically through ncgotiation with 
other planning agents): schedule modifications are made and so on. Throughout. this process, 
the c.urrent, schedule provides the planner(s) with an important nominal reference for iden- 
t,ifying, specifying and communicating c,hanges, and there is considerable pragmatic value in 
an ahi1it.y t,o retain continuity (or localize change) in t.he solutions that are produced across 
iteralions. Such an ability allows the planner to impose structurc on an otherwise ovcrwhelm- 
ingly complex search process and to converge in a more focused fashion to  an acceptable 
overall solution. Likewise, as unexpected events occur in the execution environment (e.g,, 
changes to Iriission requirements, unexpected una,vailabilit,y of lift, capacit,y), it is important 
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t,o preserve continuit,y in  domain activity while making those schedule changes necessary to 
restore feasihiliby and insure continued att,endance to overall mission perforniancc objectives. 
Both of these aspects of the scheduling process place a premium on incrrmental, r e a d v c  
scheduling capabilities. 

In ront,rast to these decision support requirements? current. t,ransportalion schediiling t,ools 
are typically batch-oriented solution gcnerators. In commonly used simula.tion-based tech- 
nologies, for cxample? problem input parameters and constraints are spccified, t,he system 
is run to produce a schedule, and the result is examined for accept,ability. In reacting to ci- 
ther unsa,t,isfactory properties of the generated schedule (e.g.. unacceptable late closiircs) or 
changing circumslances in the world (e.g., the unexpected loss of port capacity). the human 
planner is forccd to hypothesize how changes t,o system inputs might affect the solution that 
is produced, and has no control over what aspeck of the solution actually will change when 
the system is rcrun wit,h specified input parameter changes. Consequently. there can he COII- 

siderahle Wirashing” in t.he solutions generated from run t,o rim; and it is quite cnnibersome 
to enforce conimitnient to specific aspects of any given solut,ion. 

C‘oiist,rain t-based scheduling procedures, ahrnatively, by virtue of their inhercidy iiicre- 
mental and decomposable nature, enable an interactive decision-support. paradigm based 
directly on focused, incremental change to the current solution. ConstraiIit.-based schedul- 
ing proccdures manipulate schedules ”from the side” (Le., placing and rearranging activities 
on a time line in accordance with resource and process constraints, as opposed to sirnula,ting 
execulion forward in time and recording the act,ivity time and resource assignments t,hat 
result as a by-product), providing a na,tural framework for selective user exploration a n d  
comparison of alternat,ive assumptions, and for direct, controlled convergence t,o an  accept- 
ahle soliition. It is possible to incrementally commit to subsets of decisions in the riirrent, 
solntion (e.g., “locking down” decisions associated with part,iciilar forces or transportatiori 
resourc.es): to likewise designate sets of activities or regions of the time liiic t,hat requir? 
change/improvement,, and to  specify constraint changes (e.g., addition of lift capazity. rout,- 
ing changes) t o  be taken into account as the schedule is revised. The (reactive) scheduling 
methods implemented in the DITOPS scheduler provide the types of functionality required 
to support, t.his interact,ive decision-making model. 

Our vision of t,ransportat,ion scheduling tools of the future are decision-support environ~nents 
similar in spirit, to current day spreadsheet programs; sets of scheduling decisions and solution 
constraints a,rc interactively manipulat,ed by t,he user at levels consistent with user-task 
models, with the system applying appropriate (re)schcduling procedures to implement usrr 
actions (i.c.: manage the details) and provide immediate, localized consequences of ea.c-11 
change. Constraint analysis techniques will contribut,e additional leveragr to t.his incremental 
scheduling proc.ess, providing guidance to users in identifying the principal causes of observed 
solut,ion deficiencies (e.g., resource bottlenecks) and in analyzing various decisiowtnaking 
options. 

The drcision-support capa,bilitics we envision are illustrated by the the following in t e radvr  
“,TPFDD“ gcnerat,ion scenario: 
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1. Evaluate initial schedule 
Starting n7it.h a set of deployment. requirement,s and init.ia1 est,imates as t,o apport.ioner1 
transport,ation resources! a USTRATSCOM planner invokes the system to generatc 
an initial schedulr t.hat satisfies st,ated resource capacity and utilization coustraint,s 
and minimizes late closures. Upon inspection of the result,s too many lat,e closures are 
discowred. 

2. Identify principal bottleneck 

Systcm analysis of bhe constraint,s contribut,ing to t,hese results indicates the principal 
source of lateness to be insufficient throughput capacity at t,hc designated final port of 
debarkation, POUI. 

3. Propose a solution 
The planner responds to  this information by introducing a second port of debarkation, 
POD2: into the scena,rio and indicating that POD1 arrivals be rescheduled to exploit 
the addit,ional capacity provided by POD2. The number of late closures is substant,ially 
reduced hy t,his action. 

4. Identify next bottleneck 

Analysis of the resulting schedule now indicates that the remaining late closures stcm 
from inadequa,te sea lift capacity during week 2 of the deployment. 

5. Engage in clarification dialog 

Several “what-if” actions are carried out to det,ermine additional resourcc requirements 
and to clarify alternative options for eliminating late closures: 

(a) Latr movements are rescheduled with the specification that lift capacity COIP 

st.raints may be relaxed (i.e., additional assets may he added): which indicates 
that  t,wo additional transports are needed to meet all specified arrival dates. 

(1)) The sea mode assignment, assuciated with the remaining late arrivals is clim- 
nated t,o det,ermine whether excess air lift capacity can be utilized t,o resolvr t,he 
problem. Results of this action indicate that only 50% of the late cargo ca.n be 
acc,ommodated by available air capacity (due in part to capacity liniitat,ions and 
in part to the cargo carrying restrictions of available aircraft types). 

6. Locate additional resources 

At this point, t,hc user decides that. acquisition of addilional sea assets is the best, 
option and proceeds to obtain use of two commercial transports during the 2nd \wck 
of t h e  mission. 

- 
i. Propose a solution 

‘lhe a.dditiona1 lift. capacity is added to the model and la,te movements are reschcduled 
t,o complete by their requested arrival dates. 
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Given Ihe complexit,y and scale of transportation scheduling prohlerns, a crucial component 
ol such an environment is a framework for interaction that, enables thr  user t,o visualize, 
armlyzc and manipula.te solutions at, miihple, aggregate levels. The currenl DITOPS user 
interface has Laken some initial steps in t,liis direction, providing facilities for graphically 
visualizing and manipuhting resource schedules and capacit,y ronstraints at. different Icvels 
of aggrcgation. But. significant challenges remain in effectively bridging the gap hctmeen 
user arid system models of transportat,ioii schedules: t,his constit,rit,cs a major focus ol our  
current rcsearch. 

1.3 Organization of the Report 

In Section 2: we summarize the major accomplishments and contribut,ions of t,hc research 
effort. In Section 3, we summarize the conccpts and techniques underlying the current DT- 
TOPS tramportation scheduler, the experimental results obt,ained in the context. of TPFUD 
scheduling, the interact,ive, reactive capabilities for what-if exploration and incremental 
schcdule revision that have been demonstrated, and the extended distributed scheduling 
prot,otype irnplemented. In Section 4, we summarize the additional capabilit,ies arid result,s 
ohhined through participation in various Technology Integration Experiments with other 
PI sporisored organizations. 
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2 Summary of Accomplishments 

Our researrlh has produced t h e  following major accomplishments: 

e Ontological p.rirnidi.vts f o r  r n o d e h g  t~o.n.sportdiorr scfteduling problems ~ W c  ha.w (le- 
\-eloped a general scheduling ontology (in the form of an export,al,le class libmry) t.1ia.t 
enables spccificat,ion of transportation domain models that incorporat,e all important, 
constraints in any given transportation scheduling context. 'The ont,ology i s  explicitly 
designed to support: 

- Rsa.listic models of resowce allocation. constraints, objectives a.nd prrtferenms - '[he 
ont,ology provides priniit,ivEs for differentially modeling a wide range of resource 
t,ypes (resuable, consumable, shared, atomic, composite, mobile. statiormry: etc.) 
and allocation constraints (capacity limits, cargo compatibility rest,rictioris and 
preferences, mobility and availability constraints, allocation prefermccs, et.c. j .  
Likewise: primitives are defined for modeling the component activities of traris- 
portation plans (e.g., transporting, loading, unloading, processing, et,r..), the tern 
pura1 relationships t,hat exist among them (e.g., multi-leg plans: synclironized 
air/sea movements, etc.), absolute timing constraints and preferences on their 
execution, and their res0urc.r requirement.s. 

- Mu.lti-bei!el models - The ontology provides structures and prot,ocols for construct- 
ing hierarchical descriptions of t,ransporta,tion processes and required resources. 
a l h i n g  the level of detail at which allocation decisions are considered lo he  sc- 
lectively and dynamically varied according to planning context, (e.g., high- led  
course of action analysis, tpfdd-level feasibility analysis, detailed port, scheduling) 
and domain charact,eristics (e.g.. the criticalit,y of various const,raints). 

- b,ktensibility and v e i m  - The ont,ology provides general protocols for c.omlrrinatiori 
and extension/customization of concepts to capture the import.ant idiosync.hracies 
of a given transportation scheduling applicat,ion. 

Chn.straint-bnsed techniques for  transportation schedvling - We have extended and 
adaptcd the multi-perspective scheduling techniques of O P E  to incorporate thc dorrii- 
mnt. charact,eristics of transportation scheduling problems and enable rriulti-persprr.t,i~~e 
construction and revision of transportation schednles. At the infra-structure level? wvc 
have dewloped constraint management t,echniqnes to enforce cargo "hatching" con- 
straint,s. t,o enable "split,t,ing" of move requircments too la,rge t,o be accommoda.ttrd 
by a given asset, to incorporate capacity requirements tha,t involve multiple resources 
(e.g., lift, asset. and port capacity), and to account, for resource location constraints. 
We have developed two general scheduling (or reschedding) procedures that, localize 
decision-making along two distinct foci: A "resource scheduler", which consbructs (or 
revises) some portion of the schedule of a, dcsignate transportat,ion asset (or set, of 
assets). and a "movement scheduler", which constructs (or revises) t,he schedule of 
a. designated set, rd t,emporally connected move requirements (c.g.: a multi-leg t,ripj. 
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More specialized rea.ctive methods for shihing movcnient schedules and redirecting 
movcments to nearhy destinations h a w  also been developed to provide capahililies for 
qualitatively diffcrent, types of reactive change. 

Dcni.onstration and annlysis of cu.pa.bi1itie.q in the doma.iri. of “TPFUU” ~ c h e d d i n g  - In 
collahora.tjon with BBN (Clambridge): a comparative analysis of TPFDD levcl deploy- 
ment. sc.hcduling capabilities was carried out with respect to P IT ,  On the “I\:lE.DCOM 
problem scenario” t,hat was ut,ilized in IFDZ, the DITOPS scheduler was shown to ( I )  
to produce deployment schedules for various sea and air assets with 25.50% reduct,ion in 
movement tardiness over PFE (assuming comparable const,raints): and (2) provide an 
ability t,o enforce important constraints (e.g., earliest arrival dates) that, arc currently 
not handled within PFE. In this latter case, a 6% reduction in movement tardiness over 
the PFE schedulc was still obta,ined for sea cargo movements (i.e.. even when a d d -  
tional. more rcstrictive constraints were enforced). Another TIE experimcnt wit,h BBN 
demonst,rat,cd the use of DITOPS scheduling capabilities in support. of decisions earlier 
in the TPFDD generation process, specifically the ability to make transport. mode as- 
signmcnts that take better advantage of the capabilit,ies of apportioned transport,ation 
assets through generation of aggregate level deployment schedules. Ca,pahilities for 
incrementally revising deployment schedules to account, for changes in problem coil- 
straints (e.g., the unexpected unavailability of a PO& a reduction in lift capacity) 
have also been developed and demonstrated, supporting bot,li react,ivc management 
of deployment schedules as well as a basis for pro-actively evaluating t,hc impact of 
various possible scenarios. 

e Kc-rn.gineefiny an.d porting of OPIS/DITOPS m.odeIiny and schedziling infi-aslruct7r,m 
into [I PI-compotible software/ha.rdulare environment - As part. of this pr0jec.t. w e  
have ported the underlying OPIS scheduler from a TI Explorcr environnient, includ- 
ing KnowledgeCraft to CommonLisp/CLOS/CLIM on a Sun Workstation. The new 
software architecture is h e a d y  based on object-oriented representation and program- 
ming t,echniques, a,nd is organized to promote rapid adaptation and configuration of 
componeut sc.heduling functionality (or tools) into new scheduling services that fit 
the requirements of specific client applications. The modeling and scheduling infra- 
structure is defined according to a layered system semantics (which is implenieiited 
in the form of class libraries). At t he  base of the system is an extended object sys- 
t,em which adds necessary ”frame-like” representation capabilities. Using these basic 
ca.pabilit,ies, basic kernel schednling components are then defined (e.g., constraint prop- 
agation techniqucs, general purpose modeling primitives, capacity analysis techniques). 
More spccialized system components (e.g., the transportation scheduling methods and 
heuristics of DITOPS) arc in turn defined by composing relevant kernel scheduling 
services: and fin all^^. thosc capabilities specific to a particular application domain are 
configured (in our work thus far, relating primarily to the joint strat,egic deployment, 
scheduling domain). 

Inltractiwe Trmsportation Scheduling - We have int,egrat,cd the ported infra-structurc 
with graphical schcdule visualization and manipulation capabilities to provide a flesihlc 



interact,ive erivironmcnt, for const,ruc.t,ion and management, of transportat,ion schedules. 
t!t,ilizing the system’s hierarchical domain model: t,he user interface promotes iuterac- 
tion at  aggregat,c levels. The uscr can view resource schedules: present,cd graphically 
as usage profiles over time: at diffcrent levels of detail (e.g., for an individual ship, lor 
the  cargo ship fleet,: for all transport,ation lift assets). Building i n  part on capahilities 
provided by t.hc CPE SciGraph package, activity-centered views ( e . g . ,  nioveincnt, clo- 
sure profiles) can also be examined lor a graphically selected port,ion of any resource 
schedule. Changes in availability of various resources (e.g., indicating port. closures, 
addition or loss of transportation %seis) can be graphically communicated: utilizing 
the react,ivc scheduler to examine effects. Users may also specify cha,nges t,o various 
schediiling preferences and objectives utilized by the system (e.g., preferring use of 
large ships t,o small ships) t,o explore t,he consequences of various tradeoffs. 

a In t eg 7-ut i o  n of reso urce analysis cupa.b ilit i t s  into high.e r-le vel deplo ym. E R t plu n n i m ~  pro- 
cixses - Using the ported infra-structure, we have configured and exported an employ- 
ment. p1a.n constraint checking/scheduling module for int,egrat,ion by BBX/San Dicgo 
into the TARGET IFD-3 system. Also, in collaboration with SRI, we developed and 
provided a resource capacity analysis capability to support, plan evaluation wit,hin 
SRI’s SOCAP course of action (C0.4) plan generator. 

e Development and demonstration of distributed, mu.lti-levcl deployment scll.eduliiig - 

Through ana,lysis of current transportation planning practice, criteria for problem de- 
composition (scopc, granularity: types of decisions) were idedfied,  leading t,o the 
definition of a multi-level rnodel and organizational structurc for distributed trans- 
portat,ion scheduling and control. We developed and implemenled a communica.tion 
and coordination infra-structure to support this distributed model, and demonstrated 
it,s iisc in integrating the scheduling activities of a global (e.g., “transcorn” level) agent 
a.nd multiple port, schedulers. 

e Drce1oprritn.f an.d validation of n.ew “constralnl-posting” schedziling techniques ~ We 
have developed new procedures for constructing schedules which, in contrast t,o con- 
ventional approaches to scheduling. operate with the more general represeritatiorial as- 
sumptions of contemporary temporal planning frameworks, and t,hns provide natural 
opport,unit,ies for tighter integration of planning and scheduling processes. E.xperimcn- 
t.al work thus far has concentrated on calibrating performance leverage w7it.h rcspect 
t,o classical scheduling approaches on published benchmark problems, and the results 
obtained thus far are quite impressive. We have demonstrated (1) an ability to pro- 
duce solutions comparable to micro-opportunistic, “bottleneck-based” approaches on 
constraint satisfa,ction problems with orders of magnitude speedup, and ( 2 )  an ability 
t,o outperform the best known approximat,ion algorit,lirns developed in the Operation 
Research community in various schedule optimization contexts. (Detailed accounts of 
this work may be found in [SC93, CS93, CS951.) 

e De lvdopm en.1 u n d a la alysis of frnrn. e works fa T coope rut ive, mull e- agent dt cis i o 11- ?n aki ng 
- W e  have developcd an approach for dist,rihuted constraint satisfaction h a d  on (I) 
partitioning the set of constraints into subsets of different types a.nd (2) associating 
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responsibilit,y for enforcing c.onstrainls of each type with different sets of specialized 
agent.s. Variable instantiation is the joint responsibility of different, t.eams of these spe- 
rialjzcd agents, and t,he final solution emerges through incremental local revisions of a.n 
initial: possibly inconsistent, instantiation of all variables. Experirncntal e d u a t i o n  of 
the approach on constraint satisfact,ion scheduling problems has shown this distrihut,cd 
approach to also perform comparably to micro-opportunist,ic, bottleneck-bascd proce- 
dures wilh much great,er c.omput,at.ional efficiency. (scc jLS93b] for details.) 

We have also developed a, model for collaborative dccision-making by teams of special- 
ist,s, each with unique areas of expertise and limited understanding of t,he cxpert,ise 
of ot,her ageds. The approach is based on a partitioning of agent knowledge int,o es- 
pert and naive models. The naive portion of agents' models provides both a coinman 
hnguage and the inferential skeleton needed for the development, of shared models. 
Model refinement occurs when problem solving reaches a,n impass; structured coin- 
rnunicat,ions among agents are tied to model manipulations. w-hich dynamically altcr 
ageuts' evaluations and justifications, and results in more precisely directed overall 
search. (This work is described furt,her in [T,S93a].) 

ContTibu.tions to PI integration and infra-structure aclivit%es - We haw been active 
in supporting numerous joint activities of the PI: serving as co-chair of the worldng 
group responsible for developing the PI'S overall vision or "Technical Roadmap" [or 
planning and scheduling technology development and identifying critical experiments: 
and serving as co-chair of the Scheduling Technology Working Group. We have also 
made contributions to the knowledge represent,ation working group (includcd in the 
E;nowledge Representation Specification Language (KSRL) document) and t,o t,hc de- 
velopment of the Common Plan Representation (CPR). We have suppor td  B B S  in 
its developmcnt of the Common Prototyping Environment (CPE), including insert.ion 
of the DI'TOPS scheduler into the CPE and development of the interface modules to 
make the system accessible as a knowledge server t,hrough the CRONUS int,er-niodule 
communicat,ion infra-structure. 
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3 Technical Overview of DITOPS 

DITOPS is an advanced tool for genera.tion, analysis and revision of crisis-action logist,ics 
schedules. The system incorporat.es concepts of constra,int-direct,ed scheduling dcvcloped 
wit,hin the OPIS manufac,turing scheduling system at, CMUI together with cxtmsions t,o 
address the specific characteristics of transportat,ion scheduling problems. Using DI'I'Ot'S1 
we have demonstrated an ability to efIicient,ly generate higher quality schedules t,han con- 
ventionally used simulation approaches on large-scale deployment scheduling problems whilc 
siniultaneously sat,isfying a wider range of deployment const.raints. Just, as import,ant, 1)l- 
TOPS also provides flexible capabilities for incrementally revising schedules in response to 
changed const,raints. These capabilit,ies allow schedules to be reactively updated t u  reflect 
nnexpected eve1it.s that occm during schedule execution (e.g., the closing of a port due to 
bad weather) while preserving continuity in scheduled activities wherever feasible. They 
also allow for cffic.ientl controlled convergence to acceptable (or improved) solutions during 
advanced plmning; as adjustments t o  various scheduling constraints and preferences are 
made by human plaaners in response to  observed solution deficiencies (e.g., too many late 
closures), DI'LOPS can provide immediate, localized feedback of t,he effects of t,hese changes 
on the current schedule. DITOPS is implemented using object-oriented representat,ion and 
programming t,echniques, providing an extensible modeling and scheduling framework t,hat, 
enables straightforward system customization to acc.ount for the principal constraint,s and 
objedves of different scheduling domains. 

The  DI'I'OPS scheduling framew-ork is founded on three basic principles: 

1. decision-making must be rooted in a representational framework sufficient to capture 
important domain constraints and scheduling preferences - DITOPS proxTides a gen- 
eral framework for modeling transportation processes, required resources, movement, 
requirements and shipments, which can be instantiated in any specific problem domain 
lo encode all relevant temporal synchronization and res0urc.e utilization constraints on 
solution feasibility. Specific types of constraints (e.g., deadlines) can be select,ivcly 
modeled as relaxable preferences, and domain models are defined hieral-chically to  cn- 
ahlc different levels of constraint, specificity (e.g., to match their rclativc importance 
in a given problem context). 

2. dynamic look-ahead analysis of the structure of problem const,raints is the key to 
efficient and effec.t,ive scheduling - At, the c.ore of DITOPS is an incrcmcnt,al, rcactive 
framework for generating and revising schedules [Smith 931, which relies on repeated 
analyses of current problem constraints (e.g. projected resource contention. c.urrent 
scheduling conflicts) t,o focus attention toward most critical decisions and tradeoffs! 
and  to sclcc.t, a.ppropriate decision-making (or decision revision) procedures. 

3.  large-scale problem solving invariably involves multiple decision-Inalers and distributed 
ion-making - The DITOPS scheduler has been augment,ed with mechanisms for 

int,er-agent coordinat,ion, and initial protocols and interaction strategies consislent, with 
r~iililary t,ransportation planning and control requirements have been implement,ed 
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In thr suhscctions helow we firs1 summarize the technical approach t,a.krn to reprcs‘rnt,a.i:ion 
and decision-making within the DITOPS transportation scheduler. We then summarizc the 
performance and int,eracti~~e/react,i~,e capabilities of the core scheduler. ‘This is lollowed by 
an overview of t.hc cxtcndcd prototype developed for dist,ributed multi-level transportation 
scheduling. A summary of additional functionality that. was configured using component,s of 
t,he scheduler t,o support, various course of a,ction planning processes is presented in Section 
4 . 

3.1 Modeling Transportation Scheduling Constraints 

‘The DITOPS scheduler operates with respect to a hierarchical model of the resources a,nd 
resource allocation constraints of a given application domain. The use of a hierarchical niodel 
serves three basic purposes. First? it enables decision-making at different levels of abstract,ion 
to support different stages of the overall planning process (e.g. high level capacity analysis, 
determinat.ion of transport. modes, detailed asset assignments and movement schedules). 
Second, i t  provides a basis for focusing the scheduler’s search process when scheduling (or 
rescheduling) at. a specific level of detail. Finally, it provides a structure for dec.oinposing 
and distributing a transportation scheduling problem among multiple agents, and a basis 
for coordiriahing multi-agent decision-making across different levels. 

A DITOPS model of a given application domain is composed from from an extensible set 
of predefined primitives, which provide object structures (i.e., a class library) for specifying 
various transportation scheduling constraints and associating an appropriate operational 
scmantic.s. A t,ransporta,tion scheduling model is specified as a relat,ional configuration of 
fivr basic t,ypes of “building blocks”: 

~ U O W - C W  ~ Resource objects represent the various assets, equipment, and facilities 
required to carry out deployment requests. A variety of specialized resource classes are 
defined to support specification of different types of resources. These resource types 
includc unit, ca.pacity resources, which must be allocated exclusively t,o a single request 
(e.g., a. loading/unloading crane), bat.ch capacit,y resources, which can simultaneously 
acconiniodate multiple requests over the same interval (e.g., a sea barge or tanker 
ship): and a varicty of disjunctive and conjunctive a,ggregate capacity resources! where 
capacit,y can be simultaneously allocated to multiple requests without. temporal syn- 
chronization (e.g., a c-5 plane fleet! a tanker ship fleet, a seaport). Atomic reso~irres 
can be grouped through the definition of composite resources (e.g. individual tankers 
int,o a, tanker fleet into an overall sea fleet; unloading equipment,, storage capacity, 
parking places, etc: into a port) to provide consistent, descriptions of resources and 
utilization constraints at multiple levels of abst,raction. Such resource models provide 
the basis for hierarchical spccification of transportation processes. 

A central component of each resource class specialization is a set of mcthods for m a n -  
aging and querying a represent,ation of available capacity over time. ‘These methods 
define the resource class’s allocation semantics from t.hc st,andpoint. of scheduling and 



control decision-making. Rcsoiirces can also be dkinguished as mobile (a ship) or 
st,ationa,r>r ( a  port); t~lie formcr case implying the representation (and management) 
u l  a second dyrianiically changing property, location. Other utilization constraints 
associated with resource descriptions and enforced by allocation methods include con- 
st,raints on capabilit,ies (e.g., subset of comnioditv types t.hat can be moved by a given 
type of transport. asset), rcsource capacity const,raint,s, and hatching constmints (e.g., 
incornpatibilities among commodity t,ypes t,hat might, bc carried simultaneously). 

Operatioris - Operation objects are used to represent the constit,uent actions of t,rans- 
portat,ion processes (or plans). Generally speaking, an operation specifies the set, oI 
constraints and effects that dcfinc a particular activity (resource 1equirement.s. dura- 
t r im const,raints, t,empora,l relations relative to other aztivities, cargo involued). Like 
resources: a t,axonomy of specializations are defined to charact,erize different ac.tivity 
t,ypes. For example ;’transport operations” specify an origin (POE) and destination 
(POD), which imposes a setup requirement that, the allocated transport,ation asset be 
at, the origin at the start of the operation and an effect that leaves the allocated asset at 
the destination location. “Load” and “unload” operations, alternatively, do not. change 
asset location. Through associat,ion of temporal relationships and/or synchroniz a t‘ ion 
constraint,s to other operations, operation descriptions can be composed into larger 
transportation processes. Operations can also be organized hierarchically t,o provide 
descriptions of transportation processes at  different levels of rcsourcc specificit,y. 

0 Afoct Rtqu.irtmeats ~ Move requirement objects represent the input requesh that the 
schcdulcr must attend to. These descriptions specify cargo characterislics (e.g., cargo 
and commodity typcs), qiiant,it,iesl origin and destina,tion of t,he movement (e.g., POI? 
and POD), and relevant. absolute time constraints (e.g., ALD: EAD? LAD, etc.)! as 
well as any temporal relat,ions and/or synchronization constraints with othcr movc 
requirements (e.g., that two movements must arrive within a day of cach other). In  the 
context. of deployment, scheduling, move requirements correspond direct,ly to individi1a.l 
’I’t‘FnD records. 

.Shipmen.ts - Shipment objects represent the act,ual cargo entities (or ”packages”) that. 
are associated with individual transport opera,tions (e.g., the 25th infantry division, 
1000 CBarrels of POL, ctc.). Shipments are created in response to the cargo specifica- 
t,ions givcn in move requirements. Generally speaking, accomplishment of a givcn move 
requirement may nccessitak the transport, of several shipments (i.e.! require multiple 
hips), since a move requirement’s lift rcquircment,s may exceed the c.apacity of ~ I I ;  

available transp ort at ion asset. 

Missions - Mission objects provide a specification of a plan t,emplatc (or hasir  plan 
class) for instantiating t,he transport plans that must be schcduled. In the st,rat,egic 
deployment domain, for example, the basic plan class corresponding to  an individual 
TPFDD rec.ord is specified as an aggregate transport. operation (at some level ol pre- 
cision with respect to required asset, capacity), which dccomposes into a 10x1, travel, 
unload operation sequence. 
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Through dcfinition of more specialized object. classes, the constraints specified by any of 
these modeling primitives can be straightforwardly customized. For example. in modeling 
the IFD2 MEDCOM sccnario in terms consistent with PFE (see discussion of cspcriments 
I x l o w j ~  a specializat,ion of t,ransport operation was defined t.o incorporate the PFE definihn 
of required capacity as a function of both commodity a,nd asset type. The currcnt~ I)l'l'Ol'S 
library of inodeling priniit,ives consists of 80 core (i.e., domain indcpcndcnt,) classcs and 40 
addit,ional specializations defined for specific application to military tra,nsport,a.tion planning 
domains. Full det,ails of t.hese primitives and their protocols may be found in [T,SSfS3]. 

Figure 1: Hierarchical domain models 

'1'0 give a flavor of the modeling capabilities provided by the DITOPS class library, we coil- 
sider aspcct,s of t.hc domain model that. was constructed for MEDCOM strategic deployment, 
scenario just mentioned. Figure 1 graphically illustrates the defined hierarchical models of 
required resources arid transportation processes. 

In the resource model depicted, individual transportation assets are first composed into dis- 
,i unctive aggregate resources (or resource pools) representing fleets of specific cra,ft types. 
These descriptions, in turn: are aggregat,ed into larger disjunctive aggregates represent,ing 
higher-lcvel pools of allocation alt,ernat,ives (e.g., cargo/pol sea lift c.apacity, air/sea lift ca- 
pacity). III this case, capacity constraints are st,raightforward mapped by suinmiiig t,he m i t  
c,apacities of individual resources'. Representations of port resources are specified similarly 

' l a p p i n g  UT other constraints (e.g., operating speeds, allowable cargo types) is accomplished by various 
approxirriaLion methods (e.g., weighted averagingl set union). 
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IIowever. in this case t,lie individual resources associat,ed with a given port, (e.g.? loading 
iinloadiug equipment, cargo st,orage space: etc.) are composed into a coi i junc t , i~  aggregate 
resuurc.~, which providcs a single, higher-lwcl estimate of overall port, capacity2 On one 
hand, these levels of resource descript,ion definc multiple levels of possihlc scheduling preci- 
sion. For esamplc,. in computing transport, mode assignmenk relative to  an apportioned set 
of resources: t,hcrc is likely litt,le leverage t,o be gained by computing schedules at. the level 
of individual resources. Alternatively, a level of scheduling precision appropriate fur t.rans- 
portation feasibility analysis at the level of USTRANSCOZi would include individual craft. 
assignrrient.~ but only a,ggregatc accounting of port capacity constraints. Detailed niodrls of 
atomic port resources would, however, become necessary a t  the  stage of detailed execut,ion 
planning. Having fixed a given level of scheduling precision (say individual craft assignment,s 
and aggregate ac.counting of port, capacity), the hierarchical model additionally provides a 
struct,ure for e l aborahg  t,he search for a schedule. Summarized allocat,ion constraint,s and 
preferences associated wit,li aggregate resources (e.g., c.urrent available capacity! usage rc- 
slriclions, preferred sub-resources) provide a basis for restricting arid biasing considerat,ion 
of resource alternatives. 

WzUng mII,-LT 

IlreakHulk 2 
capacily: 

Breaksulk 1 
capacity: 

POE 1 
capacity: I 

I BreakBulk 1 
location: POD 1 

Figure 2: Allocation constraints in ''MEDCOM" model 

Figure 2 graphic,ally illustrates the range of allocation constraints incorporated within t,hc 

' 5  , eberal alternatiw mappings of capacity are possible here. The mapping might omit. all but the movt 
constraining atomic capacity; alternat,ivcly, the mapping might compute a11 overall throughput s u m m a r y  
est,iinate. I n  some problem cont.exts, it may not be necessary, desirable or fea5ible to account for and rnvdel 
individual port capacity constraints, in nhich cases, aggregate port descriptions simply const,itute the most. 
detailed level of the model. 



RIE.DC:OM domain model. The figure ccnt,ers around a particuhr scheduled transport, ac- 
tivit,?, ca.~yo-~m7!.f. I t  depicts t,he available capacity over time of t,wo ships. bicakhulk-f 
and b r ~ o k h d k - 2 ~  and two seaports: POE-I and POD- f ,  as well as the c.urrent, locat,ion of 
brea .kbdk - f  over time. The “box” labeled wit,h caigo-mv-f within the availahlr capacit.y 
profile of breakb.ubk-i reprcsents the interval over which curgo-mi!-i is scheddcd to  occur; 
sincc brea.khulk-1 is required and t,he quantity of cargo-mv-f fully consunies the capacily of 
the ship, it is una,vailable for ot,her use over this period (according to the depict,cd profile. 
it. is currently available both before and after this scheduled trip). The act,ivity c u ~ y o - m ~ ~ - l  
abst,racts a more detailed sequence of load-emf: t.ran.sport-cmf and un.1oa.d-cm.2 operations. 
Rot,h the load-cml and u.nload-cml opemtions additionally require port capacily at POI?{ 
and POD1 respectively. According to the defined hierarchical model, 1oad-c:ml is const,raincd 
to commence at  t,he beginning of the overall cargo-nm-1 operation (i.e. at the same point 
that brtakbulk-f is first allocat,ed to cargo-m.n-I), and: conversely unload-emf is const,rained 
to end coincident with the “release” of breakbulk-l by cargo-mu-f. During the schcduled 
interval of both load-cml and unload-emf, the required amount of port capacity- ( in  this 
case a function of the cargo quant,ity) is designated as allocated to these operations and oth- 
erwise unava.ilable. Execution of either load-cml or unload-cml also requires t,he transport 
resource t.o he physically present at the port. These const,raints are specified in the model as 
operation ”setup” constraints that must be sat,isfied, and are enforced by ensuring that. t.he 
resoiirce is at, the designated POE. at the scheduled start of any load operation. If , during 
scheduling of a load operation the assigned transport resource is not at the load site:, c.liccks 
are made to ensure that the resource is available sufficiently earlier than the scheduled start 
to enable it t o  travel to the load site. 

The example depictcd in Figure 2 also illustrates three other types oI allocation const,rajIit,s 
that are specified in the MEDCOM model and taken int,o account. wThen scheduling trans- 
portat,iori activities. In t,his example, ca.rgo-mw-1 actually moves only a porlion of the cargo 
designated in its associated move requirement (i.e.? the TPFDD record that led to creation 
of ca:rtJo-m.v-I in the first place). Since the maximum c.arrying capacit,y of breakbulk-1 is 
not sufficient t,o accommodate the entire input requirement, the load has been dynamically 
“split“ into two loads. A second ca.rgo-mw-l-ower-flow activity has been created and scheduled 
on a different resourcc brea.kbulk-2. In this case, both cargo-mw-1 and cargo-m.u-l-ocerflow 
share the common ALD (available to load) and EAD (earliest arrival date) constraints on 
scheduled start and end times that are specified in the assoc.iated move requirement. Whrn- 
ever the c.argo associated wilh a given move requirement, must be split across multiple trips, 
a dcfault constraint on their relative timing is also imposed. In this example, the t,wo trails- 
port activit,ies are c,onstrained to finish within one day of each other. Finally, it is ohen 
the case lhat the capacity of a given transportation resource is sufficient to simiilt,aneously 
support multiple transport activities: transporting their respective cargos as a ‘.batch” 011 

thr samc trip. This is the case for t,he breakbulk-2 h i p  that is depicted in Figure 2 where 
cciryo-rr~n-l-oi!er:Aoio has bcen batched with second transport ac1ivit.y cargo-mw-2. For t.rans- 
port act,ivit,ies lo he batched, several constraints may have t,o be satisfied. Ivlinimally~ t.hr 
a.ct,ivitirs must have the same designat,ed POEs and PODS. Although not, specified in the 
MEDCOM model, additionad constraints relating to the compa,tibility of different cargo types 
might also be defined and enforced. 
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3.2 Building and Managing Transportation Schedules 

Sclirduling i n  DITOPS is formulat,ed as a r e a c h e  process, reflect,ing the fact that, a scl~ed- 
ule at any levcl or stage of the deployment planning process is a dynamic evolving entity. 
and is continuously influenced by changing mission requirements, conflict,ing dccision-nmking 
perspect,ivrs/goals and changing executional circumstances. This problem solving perspec- 
tivc in large part. niot.ivates the above illustrated representat,ions of changing resource sta,te 
over time (i.e.: available capacity, location). These representat,ions are pre-requisite to the 
specification of procedures for reflechg t,he consequences of changed const,raints and for 
increruentally managing schedules in response to such changes. These representations also 
enable use of schedule building and revision procediires other t,han time-forward sinidation, 
which is inherently myopic and susceptible to sub-optimal decision-making. 

Most generally. the DITOPS scheduling model can be seen as a constraint-based scheduling 
model; instantiated movement plans define sets of start/end time and transport resource 
decision variables, and decision-making is concerned with establishing (or restoring) an as- 
signmrnt of times and resources t,o all variables that is consistent with specified temporal 
sync.hroniza,tion and resource utilization const,raints. A const,raint-based scheduling model 
is broadly charac.terized as an iterat,ive procedure that combines three basic element,s: 

1. rledi~ctive constraint propagation techniques, which arc applied t,o incrementally up- 
date the domains of decision variables in an underlying solution constraint, graph as 
changes (or extensions) are made to the schedule and recognize inconsistencies, 

2 .  look-ahead analysis techniques, which estimat,c t.he critical t,radeoffs (decisions) and 
opportunities (flexibilities) implied by current solution constraints for purposes of dc- 
termining which decision (or set of decisions) should be considered next, and 

3 .  a decision procedure, or set of procedures, for carrying out, spec,ific solution changes or 
ext,cnsions. 

In fine grmularity scheduling models (e.g., [Sad94]), the look-ahead analysis and decision 
procedures map directly to the variable and value ordering heuristics of traditional c.onstra.int 
satisfact.ion problem solving procedures. DITOPS, alternalively, implements a “coarser gra.n- 
iilarit,y’’ model [Smi94]. Look-ahead analysis is instead used as a basis for heuristic problem 
structuring and subproblem formulation, which involves selection of a particular set of de- 
cision variables to focus on (i.e., assign or revise) and selection of a particular decision (or 
local search) procedure to apply to this set, of decisions. In eithcr type of model, preference 
or utility structures (e.g., reflecting objective criteria and preferences) can be associawd 
with decision variable values to bias the overall search process. In t,he case of DITOPS, 
ahcrnative decision-making procedures a,re specifically designed t,o provide different,ia,l opti- 
mization and conflict resolution capabi1it.ie.s. In the absence of explicit user guidance, control 
1ieuristic.s which map analyses of the current solution state to import,ant optimizat,ion (or 
reoptimiz,zt,ion) needs and opportunities are used to opportunistically select the most. appro- 
priate decision procedure on each control cycle. For example, suppose a capacit,y conflict has 



hccn introduced int,o the scheduleof a particular cargo ship due to it. having been trinpomrily 
disablpd. Advi t ies  schedulrd over the expect,ed period of unavailaliility must. now br  rcas- 
signed to other ships and loss of transport capacity implies the need t,o (re)optimize cxist,ing 
ship capa,cit,y to maximize ut,ilization; a decision procedure with this optimizing property 
is the preferred procedure to apply. At t,he same time, reconsideration of the schedules of 
ot,her ships capable of carrying the nom stranded cargo should take into account, current 
flexibilities in the solution. If in examining the a.vailable capxity of t,he fleet t,o which t,hr 
failed ship bclongs it is estiniated that sufficient extra capacity t,o resolve t.he probleml Ihere 
is IIO reason t.o consider any ot,her viable resoiirce alternatives; the scope of t.he change is 
restricted t,o this smaller set, of resources. Within DITOPS, this subproblem formulation 
a.ct,ivity is carried out by a designated procedure referred to as the top-level niana.ger. The 
underlying system cont,rol architect,ure is graphically shown in Figure 3 

subtask assienment 

/I 

\ 
\ /  

subtask assignmenl 

Figure 3: The DITOPS Scheduling Architecture 

Two conslraint analysis procedures a,re available within the DITOPS schedulcr to  support thr 
control decisions of t.he top-level manager. In situations where scheduling decisions remain 
to  be made: a capacit,y analysis procedure provides estimat,ions ol likely resource bot,tlenecks. 
In  situations ol detected const,raint conflicts, a conflict, analysis procedure computes a set, of 
rnetrics, some of which estimat.e the severit,y of t,he problem and some of which characteriw 
the looseness or tight,ness of time and capacity constraints in the local "ncighborhood" of 
the schedule t.hat. conlains the conflict. 

.A number of decision-making procedures are available for a,pplicatioIi in different schedul- 
ing or reschetluling contexts. Local search methods are defined for both "resource" and 
"movement" rentcred scheduling, providing capabilities, respect.ively. for manipulating (i,e.. 
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revising or ext.ending) the schedules associatcd with particular sets of resources (e .g . ,  t,he 
cargo ship fleet) or particular sets of temporally related movements (e.g., the inovcmerit,s 
a.ssociated with a particular force niodule). By virtue of search orientation, each of these 
incthods emphasizes specific optimizalion biases; resource scheduling promotes efficient use 
of availa,hlc t,ransport. capacity while attempting to minimize the tardiness of scheduled move- 
ments. Movement scheduling, alt,ernat,ively, promotes enforccrnent of arrival constmints and 
efficient synchronization of dependent movements. while attempting to minimize asset cn- 
pacit.y requireriients. Both of thcse methods share a common search infra,-st,ructure t,hat 

incorporat,es machinery for incrementally propagating consequences of sclirdulirig de- 
cisions arid detecting constraint conflicts (referred to as the ”schedule maintenance 
suhsystem“ in Figure 3). 

provides primitives for generating fea,sihle decision alternativcs (based on Ihe IISC ol‘ 
aggregate resource and activit,? descriptions defined in the underlying doinnin model), 
and 

allows inc,orporation of additional allocation preferences, which arc expressed in the 
domain niodcl as utility funct,ions over the possible values of decision variables (e.g., 
possible resource assignments, possible activity start. times] and integrated as terms of 
the search procedures’ evaluation function. 

A nuinher of more specialized revision procedures have also been defined, providing addi- 
tional capabilities to shift the scheduled interval of scheduled “trips”: t,o swap scheduled 
batc.hes of particular transport,a.tion assets, and to balance cargo load to  exploit increases 
in port capacity. The search infra-structure and decision procedures are defined and iniple- 
merited compositionally using object-oriented techniques, providing a functional “tool box” 
for constructing additional decision-making procedures.[SL93] 

3.3 Experimentation and Performance Analysis 

In demonstrating and evaluating the capabilities of the DITOPS transport,a.tion scheduler. we 
have focused principa,lly on the strategic. deployment planning task addressed by tht  US .Joint, 
Transport,ation Command (USTRANSCOM). At  this level of the logistics planning process. 
plarining is concerned with the development, analysis and management of a Time-Phased 
Force Deployment Datahase (or TPFDD)? which specifies the complete set. of personnel and 
cargo movemenls required to support a given eniployment plan and all associated dcploynent 
constraints (e.g., earliest,/latest departure and arrival dates, transport modes, origins a,nd 
dcst,inations: etc.). We have utilized a rcpresentativc ‘TPFDD provided wit,hin the ARPA 
PI CPE (referred to as the MEDCOM scenario) to demonstrate a range of decision support 
and decision making c.apabilities provided hy the DlTOPS tra,nsport,alion schcduler. We 
summarize t,his work in the subsections below. 
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_ _  I outsize, oversize, pax, nat: pol, container, roro! breakbulk’ 
commodity-type I finer categorization of cargo t.ype used t o  dct,ermine capacity 

Item Description 
POC Port of embarkat,ion (origin) 
POT) Port of debarkation (destination) 
AL,D Available to load date 
EAL, E.arliest arrival date 
LAD Lat,est arrival date 
cargo- t ype categorization of type of cargo used to formulate usage (or carrying) 

constraints for different, resource types. One of: ‘bulk 

requirements on feasible asset types. One of: ‘airborne, 
air-cavalry? air-mobile, armored, infantry. mechanized, 
combat-support combat-service-support. navy, air-force, 

WOKS 
PI1 x 
CBARRELS 

I marines, resupply, ammunition, pol, pa,x’ 
1 sea cargo quantiby in metric tons (weight) 

, .  
MTORS 

air cargo quantity in short tons (volume) 
quantity for PAX cargo - number of passengers 
quantity of POL cargo - number of 100 barrels 
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Craft Type 

Air 
C <5 
C130 
C14lB 

FRB 
Sea Cargo 

FL.4SH 

FRORO 

FSSC 
FSEAB 

SMTNK 
MDTNIC 
LCTYK 

Sca POL 

Total 
Number 

5 6 
128 
185 

20 

6 

6 

3 
2 

2 
1 
1 

Ini bial 
Locat,ion 

BBNV 
DKSD 
BBNV 
DKSU 
BBNV 
DKSD 
DKSD 
DKSD 

DKSD 
DKSD 
DKSD 

A mi  1 ab i li 

Figure 5 :  MEDCOM scenario lift assets and availability 

In collahorat.ion with BBS, a model of scenario resources and resource utilization/allocat,ion 
constraints equivalent t,o that employed in PFE. was configured and instantiated. In partic- 
ular, asset, usage constraints were defined by associating a specific subset, oE allowable cargo 
types wit.11 cach typc of craft, (e.g., C141Bs can only carry- ‘bulk’ cargo). .4sset c.apa,c,ity CUII- 

slraints were spccified for each asset, typc as a vector of (commodity typc quantit,y) pairs: 
over which capacity requirements for a movement of a specific commodit,y type on a specific 
type of resource were formulated as a func.tion of the percentage of the resource required. 
Availability and locations of specific transportation assets were init,ialized according to  t,be 
constraints in Figure 5:  and travel t,imes were based on ident,ical models of rcsource operat- 
ing speeds and inter-port distances. Equivalent port throughput capacit,y constraints were 
specified, including a reduced throughput capacity of 50,000 hltons/day at. one POD (Tunis) 
which was called for in t,he scenario to introduce greater congestion. There was one point, of 
difference between the PFE and DITOPS models with respect to modeling bot,h port and 
air-lift capacity In DITOPS, capacity constraints were defined with respect to c.onlinuous 
bime (i.c.> how much capacity is availablc at any point in time), while PFE relics UII less 
precise “ca.pac.ity per day” models. In this regard, load and unload durations w-erc assumcd 
to be one day each for sea movements (consist,ent with PFE.) and one hour cadi for air 
movements (below the granularit,y of the PFE simulation). Complete details of all port and 
a.sset capar.it,y constraints can be found in the CPE descript,ion of the MEDCOM scenario. 

In conducting t,he experiment,, we focuscd on three dimensions of system perforinmce: 

1 .  (,he ability to enforce important deployment. const,raints ~ this dimension concerns the 
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Sys t em/Clonfig. Air Movements Sea Cargo hfvmts. 
(1 I87 total) (1323 total) 

PFF. 

POL Movements 
(-191 total) 

Comparative results with respect to tardiness on the IFD2 problem are given in Tablr 6. 
As can be seen, there is sufficient air lift capacity to  meet movement delivery dat,cs (LA1)s) 
a,nd t,he deployment schedules of both PFE and DITOPS show no tardiness. 'The situation 
is different with respect to the sea transport portion of the problem. With respect. t o  sea 
cargo. for example, DITOPS produced a deployment schedule with a 6% reduction in 
closures over t,he PFE schedule. Average resource ut,ilization by resource tj-pe ranged from 
51% to lOO%,, with an overall average utilization of 85%. It was not possible t,o coInput,c arid 
compare averagr t,ardiness figures, since the PFE simulation apparently t,errninat,es after 70 
days ( in  this case, failing t,o schedule 32% of the movements). 

This reduction in tardi~iess i s  significant, for a couple of reasons. First, it was achieved while 
enforcing EAD constraints that were ignored by PFE and adversely affect the srheduler's 
abilit,y t.o rninimize late closures. A run of DITOPS where these c.onstraints were also 
ignored (also included in Table 1 )  yielded a 26% reduction in  tardiness. The results are even 
more dramatic. in the case of POL movements, where, withont EAD constraint, enforc.rmeIit 

. _ ~  

w/o EAD enforc: 

w/o EAD enforc: 
DI lOPS 

w/ EAD enforc: 

'In actuality. it. is not the case in t,his scenario h a t  all EADs are in fact hard constraints; however. since 
information needed t,o differentiate was not available we assumed the worst case. 
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DI'TOPS produces a schcdule with only 1o/c of the movenienh tardy as compared to PFE's 
schcdule with 59%, of the movements tardy. Second, these init,ial results were obtained wibh 
fairly generic scheduling methods. We expect even better rcsult,s as heuristics that furthcr 
exploit tile structure of the problem are incorporated. 

Using t ,hc ported CorrimonLisp/CLOS system, the schedules reported above arc geiiera.tc-d 
in just over 10 minut,es on a S T N  Sparcstation 10, indicating the ability of the DITOPS 
scheduler t,o scale to realist,ically sized problems. Experiment.s have also been performed un- 
der assumptions that, port capacity constraints are not. limiting and can therefore he ignored 
[which: lor example: matches the modeling assumptions of the Kestrcl scheduler[Smi92]). 
If t,he port, capacity constraints specified for the MEDCOM problem are ignored, srliedule 
gcneration time is reduced to about 7 minutes 

3.3.2 TPFDD Mode Assignment 

We have also conducted experiments to  demonstrate capabilit,ies in support, of decisions 
made carlier in the deployment. planning process t,hat in current practice are made wjthout. 
consideration of resource capacity constraint,s. Vve have performed preliminary experiments 
using ( a  variant, of the IFD2 scenario) that demonstrate the potential impact of basing 
"bransport rnodc" decisions on resource capacity information. Specifically, the mode deci- 
sions designated in the input IFD2 TPFDD were stripped off; and, using the constrairits 
relating to uarious asset capabilities and cargo commodity types, aggregate level schedules 
were geiierat,ed which assigned either air or sea lift capacity to specific move requirements. 
Tlie results obtained varied considerably from the original mode assignmcnts, exploiting the 
excess air lift capacity implied by the detailed TPFDD scheduling expcrinients described 
above. Although it is not clear whet,her represented res0urc.e usage and cargo rommodit,y 
constraints are sufficient alone to determine feasible air and sea  assignment,^, in this ca,se, 
t,he rcdist,ribution of mode assignments resulted in bett,er closure profiles. 

3.4 Interactive/Reactive Schedule Revision 

The  reactive scheduling framework of DITOPS provides equally import,ant capabilities for 
incrementally revising schedules~ eit,her in response to changes in external circumstanccs 
(e.g.> the tinexpected fog-in of a port or rhe receipt of additional deployment requirements) 
or for purposes of improving a schedule with observed deficiencies (e.g., by apport.ioiiing ad- 
ditiwml transport resources). From a mixed-initiative scheduling perspective> this reactive 
framework promotes a default style of interaction grounded in user manipulation of problem 
constraints (e.g.. resource capacit,y and availability, activity deadlines, etc..) and system de- 
krmination of consequences (using internal strategies for reconc.iljng conflict, resolut,ion a,nd 
solution improvement possibilities with the desire to minimize schedule disrupt,ion). Though 
this division of responsibility may match user decision-nmking goals in some cases, i t  will 
more freqiient,ly he the case t.hat realization of system activity consistent with user czpec- 
t.at.ions will necessitate greater user involvement in the syst,em's subproblem formulation 
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Figure 7: The DITOPS User Interface 

Int,eraction between a user and the current UITOPS scheduler occurs through a graphical 
direcl-manipulation interface which emphasizes visualization and manipulalion of schedules 
in terms of resource capacity utilizat,ion over time (see Figure 7). Based on the undcrlyillg 
hierarchical resourcc model, the user can create resource capacity views at, various levels 
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of aggrega,t,ion. This allows the user t,o examine either individual craft asset,s, fleet,s or 
port,s. The resource capa,city views support zooming and scrolling for localizing attenlion 
on particular resources and/or regions of the overall schedule horizon. The user m n  select 
temporal intervals by “boxing” the area of interest with lhe mouse. An?; querying and 
manipulation of schedules and solution constraints is based on these uniform t,ime selections; 
once a selection has been made a variety of actions is possible t,hrough a menu associated 
with the resource in question. 

Given a selected interval of time, the user may choose to  examine properties of t,he delinea,tcd 
portion of the resource schedule. If t.he resource is an individual craft asset, for example, t,he 
transport activities supported by scheduled trips are ac.cessible. At aggregate resource Ic~e ls ,  
graphical displays of various properties of the solution can be retrieved (e.g.? movement clo- 
sure profiles, accumulated cargo tonnage over time4). This provides a basis for identification 
of solution deficiencies. 

Lser manipulation of problem constraints and schedules also centers around a seleckd re- 
source profile interval. A transport or port resource can be made unavailable over a selec.t,ed 
interval. In this case, any inconsistencies in the schedule that result are highlighted. Cou- 
versely? resource capacity of a given fleet. can be increased for a specified interval by moving: 
to the appropriate aggregate resource display (this translates to  adding craft to  t h c  fleet,). 
As indicated earlier, such a ”relaxation” of capacity constraints should generally be accom- 
panied by an indication of the action focus and scope (reflecting the specific rescheduling 
goal that motivakes the change). Within the current implementation, only fixed choic.rs 
relating to  act,ivities that are currently late and resource usage restrictions are available for 
narrowing system focus and scope. The “current time“ indicator at  the top of the rcsourr.e 
displays can be moved along the schedule horizon to simulate states during the exccut,ion 
of the schedule. Default rescheduling biases are adjustable through a “slider” display which 
rcpresents the relative importance to  be attributed to each system known preference. In im- 
posing any given change to  the current schedule, there is no obligation to  the user t,o provide 
additional revision constraints and guidance; generally speaking, user decisions along these 
lines arc considered to be defaults until they are changed. 

Overall system activity is managed through a ”control panel” (upper left corner of Figure 7): 
which provides capabilities for creating various displays, loading scenario descriptions and 
deployment problems (sets of move requirements), saving and reloading generated schedules, 
and a,djusting global system parameters and preferences (e.g., level of scheduling precision, 
automat,ic or selectable system response to changes, etc.). 

. 

3.5 Multi-Level, Distributed Scheduling 

Transportation scheduling is inherent,ly a distributcd problem. Given its overall size and 
complexity: as n d l  as the component, structure of the military c.ornmand, responsibility cor 
different parts of t,he problem at different stages of the process are distribukd among many 

41n part ,  these capabilities draw on the SciCraph package. 
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planning agents. In current milita,ry t,ransporta,tion pract,ice, schedules a,rc produced l > > y  
different agent,s along different lines of decomposition. For example. (a) different, agents 
[e.g.> CENTCOM, PACOM) produce sc.hedules at  the same level of aggregation for differ- 
m i  military operations (e.g.? multiple simultaneous crises), (b) different agents ( e g . ,  1 2 -  
TRANSCOM\.I, MAC,!, MITMIC) produce schedules for the same operational scenario ai, dif- 
ferent levels of a,ggregation, or (c) different agents produce schedules for different. wsourccs 
(c.g., tankers, crews, cargo-handling equipment at a port). In all cases, resolution of con- 
flicts i s  an integral issue. Although decomposition i s  an effective means of reducing problem 
complexity, effective and efficient decision-making requires mechanisms for coordinated in- 
teraction. 

lo support, investigation into and experimentation with protocols and st,rategies for coordi- 
i i a h g  multiple scheduling agents, the DITOPS infra-shcture also incorporates primitives 
for asynchronous communication. These primitives adlow easy implementation of agents, 
their cont,rol architectures and inter-agent messages. In addition, some of t,he basic services 
utilized within the DITOPS scheduler (e.g., time services) are designed to allow expcrimcnta; 
t,ion in a dist,ribut,ed, asynchronous environment. The design of the DITOPS con~m~micatio~l 
subst,rate, like the rest of the DlTOPS system, relies heavily on object-oriented programming 
concepts, and i s  influenced by earlier work reported in [LTSI]. 

This system base has been used to  define and implement an initial prototype system for dis- 
t,ributed, multi-agent scheduling. We summarize the basic properties of the model underlying 
the protot,ype and the demonstration experiment that was performed below. 

r .  

3.5.1 Decomposition and Interaction Assumptions 

The hierarchical descriptions of resources and resource const,raint,s advocated by the IIITOPS 
modeling framework provide a natural basis for decomposing and struct,uring solutions to the 
overall transportation planning/scheduling problem. As  previously observed, they provide 
a basis for specifying schedules at  different levels to support decision-making at  different 
stages of t,he planning/scheduling process. They likewise provide a structure for decompos- 
ing and distributing problem solving responsibility, where different agent,s are responsible 
for allocation/apportionment of specific. sets of resources at a given level of detail (e.g. 
overall transport, capacity, sea/air t,ransport assets, port resources). Building from this ba- 
sic problem decomposition perspective, we have developed a specific model for dist,ributed, 
multi-level ganerat,ion and management of transportation schedules. The model assiinies 
a hierarchkal organization of scheduling sgents, with each agent having access t,o specific 
levels of underlying hierarchical domain model (in effect, bhe “full” hierarchical model is 
distribut,ed among scheduling agents). Thus, there is heterogeneity in the portion and lrvel 
of descript,ion of the overall problem accessible to each a.gent. 

Given i.he scale of the overall problem and the use of abstractions of resource allocatioii 
constraint,s as a basis for specifying problems and solutions at different levels, t.wo fiirthcr 
decomposition assumptions follow directly: 
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Decision-making scope and granularity - The portion of overall problem t,hat is 
visible and  of concern to  the decision-maker and correspondingly the level of detail of 
supporting models can be secn in relation to  partimlar stages of the overall process. 
For exaniple, transportat,ion feasibility analysis during course of action development, 
requires a global (and necessarily coarse) view of t,he whole problem. Managenlcnt 
of day to day activities at a port, alternatively, requires miich more detailed models 
of temporal proc.ess constraints and resource constraints, but only with respect to  
artivitics surroundiug the use of the port. 

Horizon of decision-making - Corresponding t,o decreasing scope and incrcasing 
model detail is a dec.rease in the temporal horizon of dec.isioI1-making. This a,ssump- 
tion is supported by two considerat,ions: problem scale and presence of en\-ironniental 
unc.ertainty. The problem solver’s computat,ional burden can remain almost inva.riarit 
at, cach level by balancing decreasing scope and increasing model detail. The extent 
of uricertaint,y in t,he operating environment niakes the executability of more detailed 
models more siispect furt,her into the future. Thus a given decision-maker‘s horizon 
must balance the computational burden of maintaining the solution over time (or 
cyuivalent,ly t,he extent to which it really provides a useful projection of fut,ure events) 

These collective assumptions lead to a distributed model that resembles the organization and 
roles of current transportation planning command and control structurcs. This is illustrated 
in Figure 8. 

Within this model there are two basic types of agent interactions: 

Vertical: The results of a given agent‘s scheduling (or rescheduling) actions are  coni- 
miinic.at,ed downward as scheduling constraint,s/objectives; an agent’s abilit,y to satisfy 
imposed conshaints/objectives, or responses to lower-level results are commuuic.at,ed 
upward. At, each level of abstraction, an agent produces the best, solution it c.an, given 
currently imposed global/uonstraints and objectives and the currently k n w n  results 
communicated from lower level agent, result,s (or the execution environment) 

Lateral: Agent,s at  the same level communicate to resolve local conflicts and produce 
solut,ions within bounds of constraints that have been imposed through downward 
const,raint communication. 

Coordination of t,he overall organization of agents is xhieved by the following ‘:interaction 
policies” : 

Each agent is responsible for generating scheduling constraints for the agents directly 
under it. (in t,he subtree of which it is the root). At the same time, sinc.e i~ lower level 
agent has a more detailed model of its own activities than a higher h e 1  agent lias 
of it,: the lower l e d  agent can react more effectively eo schedule deviat,ions that are 
encount.ered at  its level. Hence reaction starts at, the level where the schedule deviation 
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Figure 8: Distributed, multi-level t,ransportation scheduling 

occurs and its effects are propagated both downwards (in terms of iiew constraints) 
arid upwards (in terms of violations of imposed constraints that may result in pot,cntial 
rescheduling decisions at a higher level). 

Deviations will always be responded t,o locally to t,he extent possible (engaging other 
local agents as necessary) - i.e. there must always be the ability to drive execution 
without communication to the “superior” agent, 

(re)sc,heduling results produced in response to deviations are always communicated 
upward if previously imposed guidelines (constraints) have been broken (and 01 course 
always propagated downward). If it can be recognized without local schedule revision 
that. t,he deviation will break imposed constraints (e.g. a port fogin)! then the devia,t,ion 
can be communicated upward immediately. In this case, a local agent must still t,ry to  
make do (resolve problems) until its superior agent responds, 

0 If it becomes time to act (either in response to execution demands or to respond t o  
lower level agents), then whatever current local solution exists is followed. 

If a superior agentl in response to either deviation or revised solution received Gom 
belowi revises it,s more global solution, then reviscd const,raints/guidelines are co~ii- 
inuriicated downward to its inferior agent,s. Assuming a cooperative framework, tliesc 
ncw constraints are given priorit,y in resolving conflicts (i.e. if the revised c.oristrair1t.s 
are inconsist,ent with current inferior agent, schedules, then the inferior agent is obliged 
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t,o revisej. One issuc that, arises in lhis protocol is the detail/granularit.y of the supe- 
rior agent,’s model (and t,he possible mismatch with the inferior aged’s more detailed 
model). However, if this is ult,imately the reason to prefer an inferior agent‘s solution, 
then that, will subsequently be discovered by its inability to meet the newly imposed 
c.onstraint,s ~ in which case the best solution that the agent can produce is cornmnuni- 
cated upward. 

3.5.2 Distributed Experiments 

To demonstrate the above framework for multi-level transportation scheduling: a simple sys- 
tern configuration consisting of a single high-level (i.e., TRANSCOM-level) agent and t,wo 
more dct,ailed port scheduling agents was implemented and tested. The higfi-lcvel agent 
wa.s responsible of generat,ing a deployment schedule for movements from port A to porl B 
(under the aggregate port capacity niodels utilized in the DITOPS TPFDD scheduling exper- 
irnent,s). Both port A and port B were assumed to have their own scheduling agents, whose 
responsibility was to develop more detailed schedules, involving alloc.at,ion of constituent 
port resources (docking berths, loading equipment, etc). The high level agent operated with 
an overall horizon matching the total duration of t,he deployment at a temporal granularity 
of days, while the low-level port agents scheduled over a shorter horizon, defined relative 
t,o the travel tinic required for transport assets t,o move from port A to  port. B; and ant1 
produc.ed hourly schedules. 

In h e  scenario demonstrated, the high-level agent would generate an initial deployrnent 
schedule and communicate these results iidoiwni~ard” to  port, agents, requesting them each 
to gcnemte a port schedule for the designat,ed movement,s? given arrisal and depart,ure d a h  
based on t.he high-level agent,’s schedule. The port agents would then generate a schedule 
for their own resources. Finding this impossible, the port agents would communicate with 
each other, possibly requesting arrival and departure dates to be shifted to arrive iu a 
feasible solut,iori. Once feasible det,ailed schedules were obtained? the port agcnts would then 
communicate their results “upwards” t,o the high-le\rel agent. 

Initially this scenario was simulated in a simple single-process environment. After develop- 
ing an understanding of the necessary message types required for this type of dhr ibuted  
scheduling, the scenario was converted to  function in a mult,i-process, rnulti-agent, environ- 
ment. This work has led to thc design and implementation of a class library for asynchronous 
agents, providing primitives for the construction of the internal struc.t.ure of agents (mes- 
sages, mcssage queues), agent control architectures (event processing mcchanisrns, t,a,sks) 
and low-lcvel services (net,work communication services, time and syrichronizat,ion services). 
Further details of these mehanisms can be found in [LSSf93]. 
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4 Additional Technology Integration Experiments and 
Support Services 

In a,dditiori t.o the tpldd-level schediiling capabilities summarized above. component, xhedul- 
ing “services” were also configured to provide const,raint, analysis support for higher-level 
course of action (COA) development: 

In collaboration with SR.I> the resource capacity analysis capahilit,y used within the 
DITOPS scheduler was adapted for integration with the SOCAP phnning system to 
provide feedback on transportation feasibility during generation of the deployment 
actions required to support the COA. 

0 4dapting component constraint. propagation and conflict analysis techniques ut,ilized 
within the DITOPS scheduler, a COA feasibilit,y checker was developed and expo’ted 
for incorporat,ion into t,he. TARCET IFD3 planning system. designed to verily ronsis- 
tency of the t,emporal const,raints and force assignments in a given rmp1o)Tment p l m ,  
and identify t,he set of conflict,ing const,raints in inconsistent sit,uations. 

These auxiliary subsystems are summarized in the following two subsections. 
drtails may be found in the DITOPS Design Reference Manual [LSSt93]. 

Complete 

4.1 Integrating Capacity Analysis into SOCAP 

The DI’TOP’S capacity analysis service was developed to show (in collaboration with SKI)  
the h l i t y  of integrating resource contention analysis into higher level COA planning arid 
was demonstrated within the SOCAP planner. It mas const,ructed as a direct extension of 
[.lie capacity- analysis procedure utilized within the DITOPS scheduler itself. In brief, this 
base pror.cdure operat,es by first computing an infinit,e capacity schedule (i.e., a schedulc 
in  which all temporal coristra,ints are satisfied) at some specified level of time and resourrc 
granularity, and then relat,ing the resource capacity required by the schedule t.o the amount oi 
resource capacity that is actually available over time. Subintervals of t,he scheduling horizon 
in which the demand for capacity on some resource (or set of resources) excceds Clie available 
supply are t ,hm identified and returned as likely scheduling bottlenecks. For use wit,hin 
SOC!.4P, a protocol for mapping COA plan net,s into t,he DITOPS schedule representat,ion 
(and likewise for communicating results back) was developed and integrat,cd with the ha.se 
capacity analysis procedure. 

The r.apa.city analyzcr was incorporated into SOCAP as an additional “plan critir.” for use 
after completion of the deployment planning phase of its overall COA gencration proccss. 
It,s iise mas demonstrated in the context of the original IFn2 (MEDCOM) problem scenario; 
upon genera,tion of a deployment plan which assunied only a single in-theater POD. applica- 
tion of ca.pacit,y analyzer was found t,o (correct,ly) identify the insufficiency of this one port 
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assiiniption from t,he standpoint of required port throughput c.apacit,y. Information rrlat,ing 
to this detected port capacity bott,leneck subsequently resulted in t,hr triggering of a plan 
revision process in SOCAP: wherein a second in-theater POD was added to  t,he p1a.n. The 
overall point illust,rat.ed in t,liis technology integration experiment was that consideration of 
capacity const,raints early on in the planning process can lead to  early detection of problems 
thatl in current planning praclices, might only be discovered after the initial deploymenl 
plan had been "exploded" to the dehiled TPFDD level. 

The DIl-OPS capacit,y analysis service is currently installed as a CPE knowledge service. In 
brief, it accepts a (typically high level) deployment plan along with a specification of availahlc 
resources and resoiirce capacity (i.e., ship, plane, port) identified a,s required in the plan. It. 
ret,urns as oiit,put,, a set of any "bottleneck" resource intervals, a.nd a resourc.e usa.gc profile 
for ea.ch resource over t.he plan horizon. The plan is communicated as a list. of activities 
and t,eiiiporal constraints. Each input activity description (corresponding to a node in thc 
SOCAP plan net) contains the transport resource or resource type it requires, its POE.. it,s 
POD. its r.argo quantities (in t,errns of stons, mtons and/or pax), and any current bounds 
on it,s start time, end time, and duration. Each temporal constraint description identifies 
a binary tenipora,l relation (e.g., before, same-start), the tw-o activities that are constradned 
by t,he relation, and any quantitative bounds on the relation. Available t,ransport resourc.cs 
are also communicated, with each resource description designating both an asset type (e.g., 
tairlift) and a set of instances (e.g., (1st-C130 2nd-C130 ...)). An additional set of input,s 
corresponds t,o periods of reduced available capacity for a given resource (transport asset or 
port)> with each description indicating a specific resource, the amount of capacit,y lost,: a.nd 
t.he start. and end time of the reduced capacit,y interval. Finally, parameters which establish 
the desired temporal granularity of the analysis and the t,hreshold to be used in det,ccting 
bott,lenccks are passed. The usage (or capacity) profile t,hat is computed for each resource is 
retiirned as an ordered list of capacity intervals ol the specified granularity (e.g., 24 ~ O L I F S ) ,  

ea.ch of which specifies a start time, an end time: the projec,ted demand for c.apacity over 
the interval: t,he available supply of capacity over the interval, and the demand/supply ratio. 
Any subsequence of intervals with a demand/supply ratio greater than t h e  specified threshold 
is returned as an identified bottleneck. 

4.2 COA Feasibility Checker 

The COA Feasibility Checker subsystem was developed for use within the IFT)3 TARGET 
syst,ern, and is currently a funct,ioning component of this system. Similar in spirit to t,he 
capacity analyzer integrated into the SOCAP system, it performs feasibility checks on C O 4  
pla~iv that are developed int,eractively within TARGET. However: there are important func- 
tional differences. First, the problem context is employment planning as opposed to rleploy- 
ment planning. In employment planning, forces are interpreted as the resources required 
by plan activit,ies and whose availability must checked. Second, t.he qualitativc t,cinporal 
constra.int,s on plan activities provided to t,he feasibility checker were not, a,ssumed to hr 
consisknt. (as rms the case wit,h communicated SOCAP const,raints); one object.ivc of the 
feasibility cliecker is t,o provide guidance t,o t,he human planner in generating t,hese krnporal 
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cons t r a ih .  Third. the objective is not t,o estimate resource contention per se, but t o  instea.d 
ideritify and  isolatc sets of conflicting constraints. 

Thr C!OA k-easibility Checker integrates time hound propagation techniques defined wi th in  
the kernel DITOPS infra-structure with newly developrd ext,ensioris to recognize and diag- 
nose specific t,ypcs of constraint conflicts. When provided with an input plaii from '1i\RGl3TI 
a topological sorting procedure is used in conjunction with time bound propagatiori t u  first, 
check the plan for the presence of cycles. Detection of a cycle in t,his case implies the exis- 
t,fncc of some set of inconsistent temporal rclations (e.g.? h before B. B heforc C1 (1 before 
A).  If detected, a characteriza.tion of this constraint conflict,, induding the set uf kinporal 
relations that are involved, are returned for use in highlighting to the user which const,raint,s 
must, be changed t,o achieve a feasible plan. In cases of a cycle-free plan. checks arc also 
performcd t,o detect lime b o m d  vioIation.s, which indicate that, blie met.ric constraints ini- 
posed on the plan (e.g.. mission start and end dates, activity durations) are not frasible, 
and iwo'urce aaa . ihb i l i f y  violations, which indicate situations where the resources required 
by an activit,v (in this case: forces) are not available during the activity's inferred time wiii- 
dow. Upon dctect,ion of either type of conflict, a description identifying the activities and 
resources involved in the conflict is returned, again to provide guidance in directing the plan 
change process. If an input ernploymcnt plan is found to be conflict. frcc, then t,he inferIed 
h i e  bouIids for each constituent. activity are returned as output. 
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